You’re not a donor. You’re a HERO.
Mission Statement

The Legal Aid Foundation of Colorado promotes equal access to justice by raising funds to provide civil legal services for low-income people in the state of Colorado.

Don was a longtime partner at the Denver law firm of Davis Graham & Stubbs. He worked tirelessly throughout his legal career to improve access to civil justice in Colorado. He was the founding Chair, as well as a lifelong and legacy supporter of the Legal Aid Foundation. He also championed pro bono service as an opportunity to serve your community, but also a responsibility of the profession and a means of developing better lawyers.

“Whatever the theater may be that you choose to perform in be aware of what you could do and what is at stake. Join the hopeful and walk on by the others. Make a difference. And enjoy yourselves.”

— Don Hoagland, July 20, 1990

Dedicated in memory of
Donald W. Hoagland
August 16, 1921 – May 5, 2012

Every good story has a hero. And ours is no exception.

Over the course of the last twelve months, the lives of thousands of Coloradans have been changed. Some are finally free from physical abuse or financial exploitation. Others no longer face the threat of homelessness. Still others now have access to desperately needed medical care or disability benefits.

All, thanks to you, are in a better position to resume healthy, productive lives because they received the legal assistance they needed at a critical moment. Which brings us back to the subject of heroes.

This year alone, notwithstanding a still-anemic economic recovery and shifting sands in the legal profession, you contributed a total of $1.4 million to Legal Aid. You’re the heroes of our story.

Your gifts mean that fewer Coloradans are unfairly denied the rights, remedies, and protections afforded by the law.

Your gifts mean that fewer legal problems for some of us become social problems for all of us.

Your gifts breathe life into our pledge of “justice for all,” and protect the rule of law, upon which our nation’s health and prosperity depends.

Thank you for being our heroes. Thank you for your continued support.

Celebrating Your Support

Thank you to all who gathered on September 15, 2011, at the Carriage House of the Governor’s Mansion to celebrate 30 years of outstanding support for Legal Aid from the Colorado legal community.

Legal Aid Foundation Trustee Paul Phillips (left) accepts a special award on behalf of Holland and Hart for its many years of institutional support. Fred Baumann (right) of Rothgerber Johnson & Lyons and a former Legal Aid Foundation Chair received an award for his longstanding individual commitment to Legal Aid.
Your donation to the Legal Aid Foundation supports Colorado Legal Services (CLS), which is the only agency in the state that provides free civil legal services to indigent clients in every Colorado county.

Priority is given to addressing legal issues that threaten the basic necessities of a decent life, including at least minimally adequate income, food, shelter, utilities and medical care, freedom from domestic violence and abuse, and the protection of individual rights of the elderly and those who are physically and mentally disabled.

With few exceptions, those served live at or below 125% of the federal poverty guidelines. The most recent Census Bureau survey indicates that there are now more than 880,000 Coloradans who are income-eligible for legal aid.

CLS Offices

In 2011, Colorado Legal Services directly served 11,534 low-income clients, but it stretched its limited resources with technology, pro se materials, self help programs, clinics, and pro bono programs to provide assistance to many more.

Areas of Service

“Justice is the ligament which holds civilized beings and civilized nations together.”
— Daniel Webster

Demographics of those served by CLS in 2011

“I have always committed myself to the cause of those who are less fortunate.”
— Dorothy Hervey, who has been a legal aid paralegal for 43 years.

www.legalaidfoundation.org
Improving Access to Justice Through Technology

Technology innovations are proving to be particularly important as the need for civil legal assistance continues to grow, while CLS has experienced funding cuts of over $2.5 million in the last three years. By way of example:

The CLS website provides basic legal information online for anyone who has access to a computer. The website had over 94,000 unique visitors in 2011.

CLS added an online intake option in March, and over 1,400 applications for service were submitted online within the first six months.

Online “LiveChat” services are provided every Wednesday by CLS staff and volunteer lawyers for veterans, service members, and their families.

The CLS website allows self-represented litigants to prepare certain required court forms online. In 2011, more than 3,000 documents were assembled using this innovative software.

"Colorado Legal Services continues to research and implement the effective use of technologies to help increase access to justice throughout the state."
— Molly French, CLS Technology Unit Manager

"Colorado Legal Services continues to expand its online options.

Online “LiveChat” services are provided every Wednesday by CLS staff and volunteer lawyers for veterans, service members, and their families. The CLS website allows self-represented litigants to prepare certain required court forms online. In 2011, more than 3,000 documents were assembled using this innovative software.

"A hero is someone who has given his or her life to something bigger than oneself."
— Joseph Campbell

"Most of my clients come to CLS seeking access to medical care – for themselves or their families. Working with them couldn’t be more satisfying."
— Peter Komlos-Hrobsky, who has been a legal aid lawyer for 35 years.
The following law firms contributed to the Legal Aid Foundation at the leadership level of at least $350 per Colorado lawyer in the firm.

Altman Keilbach Lytle Parlapiano and Ware

Leaders Extraordinaire!

A special thank you to the seven Leadership Law Firms who made additional contribution this year to create an Incentive Fund, which matched new donations dollar for dollar: Arnold & Porter, Baker & Hostetler, Davis Graham & Stubbs, Faegre Baker Daniels, Holland & Hart, Otten Johnson Robinson Neff + Ragonetti, and Wheeler Trigg O’Donnell.

Guardians of Justice

$10,000 +

Anonymous
David Butler
A Bruce & Brenda Campbell
Colorado Bar Association
Hunter & Geist
David Spiora

Partners in Justice

$5,000 – $9,999

Frederick J Baumann
Jessica & Chris Brown
George & Marion Curtis
Hugh Q Gotschalk
W Bruce Kopper
MDC/Richmond American Homes Foundation
Paul Smith & Elizabeth Phelan
Mary Hurley Stuart & Charles Stuart
Michael & Pegi Touff
The Williams Foundation
WFX Energy

Friends to Justice

$1,000 – $1,999

Anonymous
Jonathan D Asher
William A & Deborah Bianco
Bruce Black & Jean Adler

Advocates for Justice

$2,000 – $4,999

Anonymous
Joseph J Brokensy & Jacqueline Medina
David Byel Castaways Foundation
Nancy Cohen & Ira Witkin
Robert & Elizabeth Duncan
EON Office
Fred & Christine Essig
Ford C. Fishback Foundation
Humbreys Foundation
Christopher & Heather Ford
Tad S Foster

Harold A & Beverly Haddon
Melissa Hart & Kevin Traskos
David & Julia Hersh
JAG
Dave Jankowski & Nancy Connich
Edwin S & Cynthia C Kahn
Debra Knapp & Ben Sachs
Andrew M Low & Margaret M Stratco
Saranne K Maxwell
Gale & Jan Miller
QDROMAN
Bruce & Martha Satller
US Bank
Rosemarie S Voorhees
Sam & Cynthia Walker

The following individuals, corporations, and foundations are members of the Legal Aid Foundation’s 2011-2012 Leadership Society, having made gifts of $1,000 or more during the year.

William Garfield Meridith
Dennis M & Debbie Montgomery
James R & Kathy A Montgomery
William R Neff
Charles W & Diane M Newcom
Jeffrey Pagliccia
Jeffery & Jessica Pearson
Richard & Mrs Frances Penn
Paul Phillips & Susan Zimmermann
Diana Poole & Steve Lass
Mary D Poole
Andrew Pousheshi
QEP Resources
Gary & Barbare Breece
Brent Rychener
Walter H Sargent
Brad Schacht
John C & Susie Siegsmund III
Sahra C & Ted Stavish
Miriam D Trudell
Kimberley H Tyson
Stephen P Villano & Christina Groll
Gina B Wetztenkorn
Lester R & Marianne Woodward

“Felix Adler”

“the hero is one who kindles a great light in the world, who sets up blazing torches in the dark streets of life for others to see by.”
The Legal Aid Foundation enjoys strong institutional support from Colorado law firms. A shining example of that is Otten Johnson Robinson Neff + Ragonetti, where the commitment to equal justice runs all the way from the firm’s leadership to its summer associates.

Otten Johnson is one of the Foundation’s longstanding Leadership Firms, contributing every year at, and frequently above, our target giving level. This year the firm was also one of the underwriters of our Incentive Fund, which matched new donations dollar for dollar. In addition to its strong financial support, Otten Johnson has provided outstanding leadership over the years at every level of our organization, from the Board of Trustees to our Campaign Committees. All this is to say nothing about the financial support we receive from individual lawyers at the firm, including the firm’s associates, who have consistently achieved 100% participation in our annual Associates Campaign.

“Providing necessary legal assistance to those who would otherwise be unable to obtain it has always been a central tenant of Otten Johnson’s philosophy. The Firm considers its annual contribution to the Legal Aid Foundation to be a key piece of granting such assistance — the Foundation’s mission and the Firm’s goals are perfectly aligned.”

— Jim Johnson, Otten Johnson Managing Partner

“After working in the student clinic last year, I truly understand the sheer volume of underrepresented, and legal aid is on the front line of serving that vulnerable population. You can count on my support in the years to come.”

— Alix Wengert-Lasalle, Otten Johnson Summer Associate and 3L at Sturm College of Law at the University of Denver

Special Thanks
Thank you to the 225 law firms that contributed to this year’s Campaign. A special thank you to the 120 law firms that contributed at the leadership level of $350 per Colorado lawyer in the firm.
Julia, whose wages were improperly garnished, originally sought legal aid to file bankruptcy because she didn’t know how else to escape the situation. With legal aid assistance, the garnishment was removed and her garnished wages were returned so she could move forward with her life.
Jonathan Howard Steeler
Samantia Sturgis
Andrew M & Suzanne L Toft
Tucker K & Beatrice Trautman
Craig L. Trombulak
Peter Van Veen
Lawrence F & Cheryl Volmert
John L. Watson
James H Winzenburg
Gwen J Young
Mark Zobel

$250 – $499
Rebecca Alexander
Gwendolyn C Allen
Anonymous
Tracy Ashmore
Donald K Bain
Jonathan Bender
John R Berrinham
Ben L Bloom
Sheryl L Bollinger
Mary A Brauer
Donald H Burkhardt
David Caperra
James S Casebolt & Nancy A Williams
Kris A Pestl-Ciccolo & David Ciccolo
Frederic K Conover
Harvey W & Marlene Curtis
Gregory R Danielson
Bruce Ducker
Brian Ebete
J Eric Elliff
Mark D Elliott & Karen Robertson
Cole Finegan
Loyce A Forrest
Brenna M Francy
Tony Giacomini
Tami Goodlette
Timothy Hadley
Norman D & Pamela E Haglund
Carol Haller
Dale R & Toni Harris
Laura Hazen
Victoria L Hellmer
Christian H Hendrickson
Rich & Pam Hennessey
Carol Hildebrand
Gregory J Hobbs
William W Hood II & Diana Goldberg
Marisa Hudson-Arney
Bruce James
Karen L Johnston

A Bruce & Malinda Jones
Megan Jones
Susan Kesen
Peter Kirsch
Paul Kryd
Dwight Ray Landes
Gary LaPlante
Evan & Leslie Lipstein
Christopher B Little
Gail Lorenz
Ken Lyman
John D & Janet MacFarlane
William J Martinez
John L & Cathy T McCabe
John V & Pamela K McDermott
David McLain
Patrick E. Meyers
Kevin D Millard
Robert R Miller
Chris Montville
Jeremy Moseley
John J & Manuela Mullins
Lori Potter & Eric Perryman
Connie Proulx
Richardson Agency
Marcia L Rodgers
Susan Ryan
Robert M Severson
Elizabeth Sharrer & Zane Tuta
Eil G Skaggs
Mark Skotrak
Daniel S M Smith
David Spector
David H Stacy
Laura Sturges
Mark Suprenand
Daniel Taubman & Lissa Levin
Lawrence W Tresser
Charles C Turner
Jeffrey M Villanueva
Peter J Wall
William E Walters III & Christy Cutler
John F Wellborn
Justin Weyerhaeuser
Michel & Janet Williams
Marla J Williams
William A & Shirley P Yolles

$100 – $249
Anonymous
Arthur & Patricia Aaronson
Norman Aaronson
Nicole Abbott
Wanda Abel
Marvin Adams
Michael B Adams Jr
Dimmitt Adloff
Cuneyt Akay
Federico A Alvarez
Bruce C Anderson
Anonymous
Brian Baak
Gail Lorient
Ken Lyman
John D & Janet MacFarlane
William J Martinez
John L & Cathy T McCabe
John V & Pamela K McDermott
David McLain
Patrick E. Meyers
Kevin D Millard
Robert R Miller
Chris Montville
Jeremy Moseley
John J & Manuela Mullins
Lori Potter & Eric Perryman
Connie Proulx
Richardson Agency
Marcia L Rodgers
Susan Ryan
Robert M Severson
Elizabeth Sharrer & Zane Tuta
Eil G Skaggs
Mark Skotrak
Daniel S M Smith
David Spector
David H Stacy
Laura Sturges
Mark Suprenand
Daniel Taubman & Lissa Levin
Lawrence W Tresser
Charles C Turner
Jeffrey M Villanueva
Peter J Wall
William E Walters III & Christy Cutler
John F Wellborn
Justin Weyerhaeuser
Michel & Janet Williams
Marla J Williams
William A & Shirley P Yolles
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2011–2012 Denver Donors

Christopher Cross
Francis K Culkin
Frederick W & Susan B Damour
Janice B Davidson
Joseph Davis
Ryan Day
Diana DeGette & Lino Lipinsky
Jerome A & Cristal DeHerrera
David DeMarco
Steven Demby
Virginia B DeMoulin
Denver Fabrics
Zachary Detra
Beth A Dickhaus & Darrin N Sacks
Joe & Sally Dischinger
Emily Droll
Ali Duerr
Duree Barton
David G Ebner
Susann Eckert
Terry Ehrlich
E Martin Enriquez
Bruce L Evans
Kwali Farbes
Lawrence Farin
Michael Feeley
Thomas A Feldman
Timothy J Fete
Kellie Fetter
David R Fine & Stephanie Wasserman
John S Finn
Thomas J Flanagan
Adam Fogoros
Peter C Forbes
Wayne Forman
Nicole Friess
Marcii Fultz
Joseph F & JoAnn Fuzzy
Richard L Gabriel & Jill M Wichlens
Antonio Gallegos
Melanie Gavvik
Gibson & Arnold
Michael & Andrea Glass
Eris Gleaton
David J Glynn
David Goldberg
Aaron D Goldhammer
Sandra R Goldman
Mona S Goodwin
William C Gorham
Katharine Gray
George Green
Charles Grell
Mary Jo Gross

John Latham
Matthew Lasek
Kelly Laudencerslag
Ann Lebeck
John Lewis & Holly Bennett
Peggy Lehmann
Catherine A Lemon
Andrea J Levitt Stein & Stefan Stein
Freddie I Lewis
Jeff Lippa
George E & Roberta Lohr
Rikard Lundberg
Judith Lyke
James Lyman
Shayne M Madsen
H C Mahlman
Ester Maillaro
Sarah J Maresch
Jose D L Marez
Patricia Martin
Trent Martinet
Beth McCann
Brooke McCarthy
Kim McCullough
Michael & Jessica McGawn
Ryan D McGee
John M McGinn
Susan McHugh
Dawn M McNight
Thomas P McMahon
Scott McMullan
Judith C McNerney
Melissa C Menrkin
Elizabeth Merrett
Michelle Meyer
Charles A Miller
Terry R Miller
Francy S Miller
Lauren Mitchell
Chris H & Claire Fish Moott
Reed Morgan
Amy Novack
Kaye O
Christopher Mykytiuk
Sam & Karen Niewhugge
Michael & Shirley Beck Nosler
Kathleen Odle
Elisabeth Oertle
Stephen Oettle
Sarah Parady
John Partridge
Christopher Payne
Sarah Peace
Caroline Pearce
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2011–2012 Denver Donors

Mary Jo Gross

John Latham
Matthew Lasek
Kelly Laudencerslag
Ann Lebeck
John Lewis & Holly Bennett
Peggy Lehmann
Catherine A Lemon
Andrea J Levitt Stein & Stefan Stein
Freddie I Lewis
Jeff Lippa
George E & Roberta Lohr
Rikard Lundberg
Judith Lyke
James Lyman
Shayne M Madsen
H C Mahlman
Ester Maillaro
Sarah J Maresch
Jose D L Marez
Patricia Martin
Trent Martinet
Beth McCann
Brooke McCarthy
Kim McCullough
Michael & Jessica McGawn
Ryan D McGee
John M McGinn
Susan McHugh
Dawn M McNight
Thomas P McMahon
Scott McMullan
Judith C McNerney
Melissa C Menrkin
Elizabeth Merrett
Michelle Meyer
Charles A Miller
Terry R Miller
Francy S Miller
Lauren Mitchell
Chris H & Claire Fish Moott
Reed Morgan
Amy Novack
Kaye O
Christopher Mykytiuk
Sam & Karen Niewhugge
Michael & Shirley Beck Nosler
Kathleen Odle
Elisabeth Oertle
Stephen Oettle
Sarah Parady
John Partridge
Christopher Payne
Sarah Peace
Caroline Pearce

www.legalaidfoundation.org

ENTER/EXIT FULL SCREEN
CONTENTS
Legal aid helped Barbara, a Hurricane Katrina survivor get her private widow’s pension reinstated after the account was suspended when she became homeless following the storm and no longer had a mailing address. In addition to the resumption of her monthly benefit, she also received a one-time payment for seven years of back benefits.
$5,000 and Above
Berg Hill Greenleaf & Rascitti
Caplan and Earnest
Holland & Hart
Hutchinson Black and Cook
Johnson & Repucci

$2,500 to $4,999
Bryan Cave HBO
Faege Baker Daniels
Lyons Gaddis Kahn & Hall
Packard/Derking
Vranesh and Raisch

$1,000 to $2,499
Catherine M Heckel
Gerald A Caplan
Christopher & Heather Ford
Connolly Rosania & Lofstedt
Garlin Driscoll

$500 to $999
Miller & Harrison
McElroy Meyer Walker & Condon

$250 to $499
Alexander Garlin & Virginia Chavez
Adam W Chase
Braden Finn
Bruce F Fest
Margot Edwards

$100 to $249
Jill Acheson
Alison Adler
Anna Bahnken
Barbara Balsara
Benjamin J Barbour

1001–2012 Boulder Donors

2011–2012 Boulder Donors

Pamela J Howell
Ruth K Irvin
Carolyn J Johnson
Dale E Johnson
Kennedy & Kennedy
Stuart P Kingsbery
David J Kirk
Dustin L Kilson
Sally J Kornblith

Up to $100
Anonymous
Karl F Anuta
Chris Archer
Lisa Batchelor

Gerald A Caplan
Cooper Tanis & Cohen
Camron R & Laurie Kuelthau

Bryan Cave HRO
Berg Hill Greenleaf & Ruscitti

Thriller Tanis & Cohen
Camron R & Laurie Kuelthau

Assistant. The Boulder County Bar Association's 11th Annual Food Wine Jazz Art Fundraiser for the Legal Aid Foundation raised over $10,000 for legal aid on February 9, 2012. Many thanks to the event staff, volunteers, artists, and sponsors!
### 2011–2012 El Paso County Donors

| $2,000 and Above                      | Anonymous                                      |
|                                      | Bryan Cave HRO                                 |
|                                      | Joe A Cannon LLC                               |
|                                      | Hogan Lovells                                  |
|                                      | Holland & Hart                                 |
|                                      | W Bruce Kopper                                 |
|                                      | Rothgeber Johnson & Lyons                      |
|                                      | Sheerman & Howard                              |
|          &                               | Sparks Willson Borges Brandt                   |
|          &                               | Johnson                                        |
| $1,000 – $2,499                      | Kent H Borges & Stephanie B DiCenzo            |
|                                      | Lisa M Dailey                                  |
|                                      | Flynn Wright & Fredman                         |
|                                      | Tad S Foster                                   |
|                                      | Edward A Gleason                               |
|          &                               | Holland & Hart                                 |
|          &                               | Phillip A & Meg Kendall                        |
|          &                               | Retherford Mullen & Moore                      |
|          &                               | Brent Rychener                                 |
|          &                               | Walter H Sargent                               |
| $500 – $999                           | Alpern Myers Stuart                            |
|                                      | Bruce & Salt                                   |
|                                      | Buell & Ezell                                  |
|                                      | Donald E Campbell                              |
|                                      | Lindsay E Fischer                              |
|                                      | Larry R & Barbara Gaddis                       |
|                                      | Melanie D Gouldman                             |
|                                      | Paul H & Judy A Haller                         |
|                                      | Heuser & Heuser                                |
| $250 – $499                           | David M Johnson                                |
|                                      | John Johnson                                   |
|                                      | Kraemer Kendall Benson Rupp Deen               |
|                                      | LeHoullier & Associates                        |
|                                      | Michael McDavitt Law Firm                      |
|                                      | James L & Kathy Merrill                        |
|                                      | G David & Suzanne Miller                       |
|                                      | Mulliken Weiner Berg & Jolivet                 |
|                                      | Allison Tyler                                  |
|                                      | Daniel M Winograd                              |
|                                      | Weeks & Luchetta                               |
|                                      | Wilks & Adams                                  |
| $100 – $249                           | Deborah R Adams                                |
|                                      | Jack R Agee                                    |
|                                      | James R Barash                                 |
|                                      | Thomas Berg                                    |
|                                      | Michael A Berniger                             |
|                                      | Ted & Paula Bills                              |
|                                      | Peter W Booth                                  |
|                                      | Christopher M & Jenavie Brandt                 |
|                                      | Robert D & Mary R Briggel                      |
|                                      | Michael & Rebecca Bromley                      |
|                                      | Catherine MK Brown                             |
|                                      | Henry E & Nancy W Brown                        |
|                                      | Timothy R Bussey                              |
|                                      | Edward J Butler                                |
|                                      | Wilton W Cogswell III                          |
|                                      | David C Conley                                 |
|                                      | Keith Cross                                    |
|                                      | Thomas Cross                                   |
|                                      | Kennent E Davidson                             |
|                                      | Raymond M Deeny                                |
|                                      | Geoffrey H & Rocky deWolfe                     |
|                                      | Henry B Eastland                               |
|                                      | Debra L Eiland PC                              |
|                                      | Mary W Evans                                   |
|                                      | Michele Berdisin Fagin                         |
|                                      | Michael Flynn Feeney                           |
|                                      | Leo L Finkelstein                              |
|                                      | Paul & Nanette Gefreh                          |
|                                      | Peter A Goldstein                              |
|                                      | C Lee Goodbar Jr                               |
|                                      | Kent Gray                                      |
|                                      | Sharon A Higgins                               |
|                                      | William & Janice Hornbostel                    |

### Donor Recognition Events

**Special thanks to Dave Johnson and Ed Gleason for hosting a donor appreciation reception in Colorado Springs on November 3, 2011, and to Michael Goldman and his firm Goldman Robbins and Nicholson for doing the same in Durango on June 22, 2012.**

---

"Justice in the life and conduct of the State is possible only as first it resides in the hearts and souls of the citizens."

— Plato
Thank you to all those who contributed to Legal Aid on Colorado Gives Day 2011!

This was the first year that Legal Aid participated in Community First Foundation’s statewide initiative to increase philanthropy through online giving. During the 24-hour giving period, we received 178 donations, totaling over $60,000. Thirty-four percent of our gifts were from new donors.

Legal aid helped Ed, who mistakenly believed it was unnecessary to report his stolen social security card because he was retired, and was subsequently denied his retirement benefits after his identity was fraudulently used by another to obtain employment.
# Pueblo Campaign:
**John Keilbach (Chair)**

- Jason Bailey
- Caroline Benham & Frank C Szvetecz
- Clay and J Anderson
- Kristi Ferraro
- Don & Lynn Janklow
- Alan E Johnson
- Matthew Kenney
- Tim LaFrance
- Christopher & Michelle McAnany
- Margaret McCreary
- Timothy A Meinert
- Scott Midgeley
- Sandra K Miller
- Charles W Owens
- Christine Pacheco-Koveleski
- William & Judith Prakken
- Jeffrey Rogers
- W Terry & Debbie Ruckriegel
- Herbert Richard Schulze
- Heidi von Tongeln
- J R Tracey
- Michael J White
- Jeffrey R Wilson
- Steven J Zwick

# Southwest Campaign:
**Michael Goldmann (Chair)**

- David Boyd
- Ben Carter
- Beverly Clark
- Margaret Doty
- John & Joan Harrison
- Jesse Horn
- Barbara Kozelka
- Michael E Lajoie
- Paula M Lallier
- Jacob Lofgren
- Brandon Luna
- Gregory Lyman
- S Leigh Meigs
- Stacy Murphy
- Anna Hall Owen
- Brian Schowalter

# Weld County Campaign:
**John Barry (Chair)**

- Adele K Anderson
- Frank J Anesi
- Anonymous
- John C Baxter Jr
- David Boyd
- Sarah April
- Adam Duerr
- Martine Wells
- Chad Grell
- Ryan McGee
- Liz Titus

# Western Slope Campaign:
**Chris McAnany (Chair)**

- Jason Bailey
- Caroline Benham & Frank C Szvetecz
- Clay and J Anderson
- Kristi Ferraro
- Don & Lynn Janklow
- Alan E Johnson
- Matthew Kenney
- Tim LaFrance
- Christopher & Michelle McAnany
- Margaret McCreary
- Timothy A Meinert
- Scott Midgeley
- Sandra K Miller
- Charles W Owens
- Christine Pacheco-Koveleski
- William & Judith Prakken
- Jeffrey Rogers
- W Terry & Debbie Ruckriegel
- Herbert Richard Schulze
- Heidi von Tongeln
- J R Tracey
- Michael J White
- Jeffrey R Wilson
- Steven J Zwick

---

**“A hero is someone who understands the responsibility that comes with freedom.”**

— Bob Dylan
Forging New Partnerships

Legal Aid launched a new “Community Partners” initiative this year to showcase those vendors who are joining the legal community in improving access to justice. Our sincere thanks to those vendors who are among our longtime donors and a heartfelt welcome to those vendors who supported us for the first time this year.

“Patriotism is not short, frenzied outbursts of emotion, but the tranquil and steady dedication of a lifetime.”
—Adlai Stevenson

2011–2012 Community Partners Program

Platinum Partner – $1,000 and above
Colorado Bar Association
Denver Bar Association
EON Office
Hulse Court Reporting
Hunter & Geist
Giveback Service of Process
JAG
McWilliams Mediation Services
US Bank

Gold Partner – $500 and above
Family Law Dispute Resolution
Walsh Environmental

Silver Partner – $250 and above
Pikes Peak Paralegals
Richardson Agency

Other
Denver Fabric
Dusee Barton
Gibson Arnold
Legal Resolution Center
Rocky Mountain Paralegal Association
Rossi Legal Staffing
THK Associates

Media Partners
Denver Business Journal
Law Week Colorado

Campaign Co-Chairs:
Melinda Harper
Jon Steeler

2011–2012 Special Gifts

Honorary Gifts
In Honor of Sarah Peace
  Aaron Goldhamer
In Honor of Doreen & John Harcourt
  Joan McWilliams
In Honor of Rick Barber
  Sean Hanlon
In Honor of Andrea Blanscet
  Aaron Boschee
In Honor of The Honorable Ann Frick
  Rocky Mountain Paralegal Association
In Honor of Anne Castle
  Scott & Joan Barker
  Paul Phillips & Susan Zimmermann
In Honor of Jonathan D Asher &
  Diana M. Poole
  Pamela Gagel
In Honor of Benjamin Crane
  Elizabeth Crane
In Honor of Connie Cornelius
  Gail L. Lorenz
In Honor of Hannah Jannicelli
  Jeri Jannicelli
In Honor of Jonathan D Asher
  James Lyons
  Maureen Terjak & Steve Wall
  Marla J. Williams
In Honor of Jose Vasquez
  Sarah Parady
In Honor of Joseph Pacheco
  Christine Pacheco Kowaleski
In Honor of The Honorable
  Norm Haglund
  Elizabeth Shane
In Honor of Sarah Parady
  Ben Carter
In Honor of Sharon Killoran
  H Ruhl
In Honor of Michael Touff
  Gary & Barbara Beche
In Honor of Virginia Kelly
  Noa V Kelly
In Honor of Carleton Ekberg
  Amy Mowry

Memorial Gifts
In Memory of Jane Gill Kellenberger
  Betty Bleichscheidt
  JK Jensen
  Amy Lockwood
  In Memory of Alex Tejada
  S Leigh Meiggs
In Memory of Tyce Markussen
  Trent Martinet
In Memory of Nicholas Pouzeshi
  Ryan Fletcher
  Gregory G. Johnson
  Andrew Pouzeshi
In Memory of Don Hoagland
  Mary Jo Gross
  Diana Poole & Steve Lass
In Memory of Justice
  William H. Erickson
  Henry R. Reeve
In Memory of Bob M Howard
  Ann McCullough
In Memory of Gary Lawyer
  Patricia Davis
In Memory of Henry Reath
  Ellen W. Reath
In Memory of James Voorhees
  Davis Graham & Stubbs
  Rosemarie S. Voorhees
In Memory of Jonathan Skip Chase
  Lawrence Farin
In Memory of Morris Sklarsky
  Jonathan D. Asher
  Richard & Frances Penn
In Memory of Sharon Shuteman
  Alexander Garlin & Virginia Chavez
In Memory of Raphael Moses
  James R & Kathy A Montgomery
In Memory of William Renfro
  John F. Sass
In Memory of Doug Phillips
  H. Ruhl

Incentive Fund Donors
Arnold & Porter
  Baker & Hostetler
  Davis Graham & Stubbs
  Faegre Baker Daniels
  Holland & Hart
  Otten Johnson Robinson
  Neff & Ragonetti
  Wheeler Trigg O’Donnell

Matching Gifts
Ball Corporation
  Community First Foundation
  Dominion Foundation
  Dorsey & Whitney Foundation
  El Pomar Foundation
  The Garden City Company
  Rose Community Foundation
  Wheeler Trigg O’Donnell Foundation

Special Gifts
Boulder Interdisciplinary Committee on Child Custody
  Bradford Publishing/
  Justice Greg Holhs
Colorado Bar Association’s Affinity Card Contribution
Data Destruction
  Donnell Initiative Fund
  IKON
  Molson Coors Brewing Company
  Unitarian Universalist Church of Boulder

30th Anniversary Event Sponsors
Colorado Bar Association
  Denver Bar Association
  EON Office
  JAG
  Rothergerber Johnson & Lyons
  US Bank
The Legal Aid Foundation’s Justice Society is comprised of individuals who are committed to making a difference now and in the future. Each of these donors has made a significant contribution to the Foundation’s Endowment Fund or included the Foundation in their Estate Plans in order to make access to civil justice a reality in the future.

Bennett S Aisenberg*
Frederick J Baumann*
Field C Benton
David Butler*
Spencer Denison
Kent Borges & Stephanie DiCenzo*
Gretchen & Rob Busch*
A Bruce Campbell*
Thomas E Carlock
Anne J Castle & Frank A Daviess*
Bennett S Aisenberg*
Denver Bar Foundation*
Donald Hoagland*
Melissa Hubbard-Giordano
David Jankowski & Nancy Connick*
Steve & Ellen Koerner
Jerome & Sheila Lemberger*
Luis D & Lois Ann Rovira
Bruce & Martha Sattler*

* Charter Members

---

Legal aid helped Helen, who suffered serious brain injuries in a head-on collision, and was unable on her own to secure Medicaid coverage to receive the care she needed in an assisted living home.

---

The financial information presented here is extracted from the Foundation’s books and records. An audit was performed by Ginsburg Cohen & Company, P.C. and is available on request.
2011–2012 Board of Trustees

Hugh Q Gottschalk, Chairperson
Wheeler Trigg O’Donnell
Denver

Jessica Brown, Vice-Chairperson
Gibson Dunn
Denver

Edward A Gleason, Secretary
Rothgerber Johnson & Lyons
Colorado Springs

Melinda M Harper, Treasurer
Harper Hofer & Associates
Denver

Richard S Gast, Past-Chairperson
Myatt Brandes & Gast
Fort Collins

Rebecca C Alexander
Baker & Hostetler
Denver

Jonathan D Asher
Colorado Legal Services
Denver

John J Barry
Witwer Oldenburg Barry & Johnson
Greeley

Jonathan S Bender
Holland & Hart
Denver

Bruce F Black
The Anschutz Corporation
Denver

Patrick F Carrigan
Retired
Boulder

Robert R Duncan
Duncan Ostrander & Dingess
Denver

Leslie A Eaton
Ballard Spahr
Denver

Cole Finegan
Hogan Lovells
Denver

Christopher W Ford
Hutchinson Black & Cook
Boulder

Michael A Goldman
Goldman Robbins & Nicholson
Durango

Natalie Hanlon-Leh
Faegre Baker Daniels
Denver

David P Hersh
Burg Simpson
Eaglewood

Marisa B Hudson-Arney
Reilly Pozner
Denver

David M Johnson
Johnson & Cord
Colorado Springs

Michael O’Brien Keating
Keating Wagner Polidori Free
Denver

John J Keilbach
Alhman Keilbach Lytle
Pachlapiano & Ware
Pueblo

Robert W Lawrence
Davis Graham & Stubbs
Denver

Mark F Leonard
Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck
Denver

David L Masters
The Masters Law Firm
Montrose

Saranne Maxwell
Kutak Rock
Denver

Christopher G McAnany
Dufford Waldeck Milburn & Krohn
Grand Junction

Charles W Newcom
Sherman & Howard
Denver

Jeffrey S Pagliuca
Haddon Morgan Foreman
Denver

David G Palmer
Greenberg Traurig
Denver

Paul D Phillips
Holland & Hart
Denver

Brad W Schacht
Otten Johnson Robinson
Neff & Ragonetti
Denver

Jonathan H Steeler
Riley Carlock & Applewhite
Denver

Jonathan H Steeler
Riley Carlock & Applewhite
Denver

Gina B Weitzenkorn
Mills & Weitzenkorn
Denver

Trustees Emeritus

David Butler
Retired Partner, Holland & Hart
Denver

On behalf of the Board of Trustees, staff and all of the clients that have received the help they need because of your commitment and generosity, thank you!